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1. Introduction 
LetX,,X,,.. . be independent, identically distributed random variables with EX, = 
0 and EX: = 1. The weak convergence of the weighted partial sum process 
K”‘S,,,,,/q(t), O<t~l, where S,,,,=X,+...+X,,,,, in supremum norm was 
proved by O’Reilly (1974) for continuous weight functions under the assumption 
of EIX,13 <CO. He asserted also, without proof, that the third moment condition 
could be dropped to two, and his theorem would remain true. For an extension of 
the Komlos, Major and Tusnady (1975, 1976) approximation of partial sums to 
weighted supremum norm approximations which improve also the just mentioned 
result of O’Reilly (1974) in terms of the optimal class of weight functions as in 
Csorgii, Csiirgii, Horvath and Mason (1986), we refer to Csorgii and Horvath (1988b) 
and the references given there. 
For the same class of weight functions and assuming two moments only, 
Szyszkowicz (1991b) obtained the following result. 
Let Q be the class of positive functions on (0, 11, i.e. inf,_ ,-_, q(t)> 0 for all 
0 < 6 < 1, which are nondecreasing in a neighbourhood of zero. Let also 
I 
I(q, c) = t-’ exp(-ct-‘q2( t)) dt, c > 0. 
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Theorem A. Let X,, X2,. . . be i.i.d. r.v.‘s such that EX,=O and EXT= 1. Siren a 
standard Wiener process { W(t), 0 G t <CO} can be constructed in such a way that with 
qE Q we have 
sup \n-“2(SIn,1- W(nt))llq(t) = 41) 
Or,-: I 
ifand only ifI(q, c)<c~for all c>O. 0 
We note here that Theorem A gives the limiting distribution of any continuous 
in sup-norm functional of n -“2S,,,,/q( t) whenever Z(q, c) < 00 for all c > 0. 
Since lim SU~,~,,[ W( t)(/ t”’ = a a.s., it is clear that the weighted sup-norm or,(l) 
nearness of Theorem A is impossible for q(t) = t”‘. Such a weight function is 
however an immediate candidate for weighted L,,-approximation due to the finiteness 
of the integral si 1 W( t)[/ t”’ dt or, in general, 5: [ W( t)l”/ tp’2 dt, 0 < p < 00. 
In this paper we study the asymptotic behaviour of L,-approximations and 
functionals of weighted partial sum processes for the optimal class of weight 
functions that is bigger than the one obtained in the case of sup-norm approxima- 
tions. 
Weighted L,,-approximations of the empirical and quantile processes were studied 
by CsorgB, Horvath and Shao (1993). The following weighted approximation of the 
sequence of empirical processes and its analog for the quantile processes play a 
crucial role in their proofs. As showed by Csiirgii, Csorgii, Horvath and Mason 
(1986), and Csijrgii and Horvath (1986), one can construct a sequence of Brownian 
bridges {B,,(t), 0s TV l} such that 
,,,csuy_,,n le,(t) - B,(t)l/(t(l- t))“‘=%(l), 
where e,,(t) is the uniform empirical process. Using the Komlos, Major and Tusnady 
(1976) and Major (1976) strong approximations of partial sums by a standard Wiener 
process, a similar weighted approximation can be obtained for S,,,,, assuming 
EIX,(‘<ccj for some r>2 (1.1) 
(cf. CsiirgG and Horvath, 1988b). Namely, if (1.1) holds, one can construct a standard 
Wiener process { W(t), 0 s t <a} such that 
sup n “-“‘ISLnrl - W( nt)l t”‘-” = O,(l), (1.2) 
I/n--r~I 
where 0~ VC$- l/r. 
Consequently, the proof of L,-convergence of partial sums S,,,,, can be done 
similarly to that of CGrgB, Horvath and Shao (1993) for the empirical and quantile 
processes. Now if r in (l.l), and hence also in (1.2), could be taken to be equal to 
2, then the corresponding L,-approximations would follow as well assuming the 
existence of two moments only. Unfortunately, a weighted embedding like that of 
(1.2) with v = 0 is impossible with r = 2 in (1.1) (cf. Einmahl, 1989). Hence a different 
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method of proof is needed for solving the problem of weighted &-approximations 
of the partial sums S,,,, when only two moments are assumed to be finite. The main 
result in this paper is the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let X, , Xz, . . . be i.i.d. r.v.‘s such that EX, = 0 and EX: = 1. We assume 
that O<p<c~ and qE Q. 
(a) A standard Wiener process { W(t), 0 G t < a} can be constructed in such a way 
that 
I 
,,’ ln~“2(S~n,I- W(nt))l”lq(t) dt = c+(l) (1.3) 
if and only if 
I 
1 
t”“/q(t) dt<oo. (1.4) 
0 
(b) Let { W(t), 0 d t <CO} be a standard Wiener process. Then 
I 
: In- “2S~n,,lP/q(t) dt 2 jW(t)(“lq(t) dt 
if and only if (1.4) holds. 
(1.5) 
We call attention to the fact that (a) and (b) of Theorem 1.1 are equivalent. The 
proof of Theorem 1.1 will be given in Section 2. The above theorem will enable us 
to prove also other results of interest. 
In the context of the so-called changepoint problem, Csiirgo and Horvath (1988a) 
study tests based on processes of U-statistics which are generalizations of Wilcoxon- 
Mann-Whitney type statistics. They consider 
z,= 1 C h(X,,X,), lsk<n, 
,Z-i%k k+,%,‘n 
(1.6) 
where h(x, y) is a symmetric or an antisymmetric function and study its limiting 
behaviour in unweighted and weighted sup-norm metrics. Taking h(x, y) = x -y 
gives 2, equal to n(S, -(k/n)&), or, equivalently, to 
k(n-k) i i Xi- 
I I 
Clearly, if EX: = 1, Donsker’s invariance principle yields 
( S rnr1- ‘“‘1s, n’/2s B(t), n >/ 
(1.7) 
where {B(t), 0 s t s 1) is a tied down Wiener process at t = 0 and t = 1, the so-called 
Brownian bridge. A somewhat similar, though different line of work was inspired 
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by Kendall and Kendall (1980), who describe an interesting problem in archaeology. 
When looking for a changepoint in the Land’s End data, they derive test-statistics 
based on their so-called pontograms (weighted Poisson bridges). Their results were 
extended in terms of weighted approximations and L,-functionals by Csiirgo and 
Horvath (1987). Weighted pontograms and compound Poisson bridges under 
contiguous change were studied by Szyszkowicz (1992a,b). 
Coming back to the process Z,, we note that a statistic based on (1.7) was used 
by Hinkley (1970) to estimate a changepoint (see also Pettitt, 1980). The case of 
h(x, y) = sign(x -y) (cumulative rank tests) has gained special attention in the 
literature (cf., e.g., Pettitt, 1979). 
A simple example of a symmetric kernel is h (x, y) = x + y, which gives Z, equal 
to n((l-k/n)&+k/n(S,-S,)). Assuming EX,=O and EX:=l we have 
where {W(t), 0~ t s 1) is a standard Wiener process, i.e. the limiting process is 
different than in the case of h(x, y) = x-y, though it has the variance of a Brownian 
bridge. 
General results for 2, based on i.i.d. r.v.‘s in terms of any symmetric or anti- 
symmetric kernel are due to Csijrgii and Horvath (1988a). In order to make statistical 
tests based on Z, more sensitive on the tails, they introduced weight functions. The 
desirability of using weight functions is also studied and explained in Csiirgii and 
Horvath (1988b, 1992). 
The weighted approximation results for Z, processes in supremum norm for the 
optimal class of weight functions were proved by Csorgii and Horvath (1988a), 
assuming 
EIh(X,,X2)1’<C0 for some r>2, 
and were extended to contiguous alternatives by Szyszkowicz (1991a). These results 
were reproved by Szyszkowicz (1991b) under the initial assumption of two moments 
only for an unweighted approximation, and will be stated in Section 3 as Theorems 
C and D in order to present a complete description of the asymptotic behaviour of 
the 2, process. In Section 3 we prove weighted L,,-approximations for the 2, 
processes under optimal conditions, namely for the optimal class of weight functions 
and assuming only two moments being finite. 
For reviews of results concerning changepoint problems, we refer to Wolfe and 
Schechtman (1984), Siegmund (1985) and CsGrg6 and Horvath (1988b). See also 
the bibliographies of Shaban (1980) and Zacks (1983). 
Statistical tests based on sequential ranks are frequently used because of their 
convenient properties. For the sup-norm and L,-approximations in terms of the 
optimal classes of weight functions for partial sums of normalized sequential ranks 
we refer to Szyszkowicz (1991b, 1992~). 
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2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
By Lemma 4.4.4 of CsGrgii and R&Csz (1981) we can assume without loss of 
generality that our probability space (0, &, P) accommodates all the random 
variables and processes introduced so far and later on. 
Let { W(t), 0 s t < ~0) be a standard Wiener process. We will use the following 
result, which is a consequence of Corollary 2.1 of CsGrgB, HorvQth and Shao (1993). 
Lemma A. We assume that 0 <p <CO and q is a positive function on (0, 11. Then the 
statements (1.4) and 
IW(t)l”/q(t)dt<m as. 
are equivalent. 0 
The following strong invariance principle of Major (1979) will play a crucial role 
in the proof of our result. 
Theorem B. Let a distribution function F(x) be given with 1 x dF(x) = 0, J x2 dF(x) = 
1. Define 
I 
45 
(I 
fi 2 
CT: = x2 dF(x) - x dF(x) if2”ck<2”+‘, n=1,2 ,.... 
-fi JP
A sequence of i.i.d. r.v.‘s X,, X2,. . . with distribution function F(x) and a sequence 
of independent normal random variables Y, , Y2, . , . with E Yk = 0, E Y’, = a: can be 
constructed in such a way that the partial sums S, = X, +. . . + X,,, T, = Y, +. . . + Y,, 
n=l,2,..., satisfy the relation 
IS,-T,(z’o(n”‘). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (a) First we assume that q E Q and (1.4) holds. We note that 
for any 6 E (0,l) and n such that l/n < 6 we have 
J o1 k-“z(S~,rl- W(nt))l”Iq(t> dt 
J 
I/n 
=s In~“‘W(nt)l”/q(t) dt+ J a lnm”‘(SC,,,- W(nt))l”/q(t) dt o I/n 
+ J ’ In-“‘(SI,,,- W(nt))l”/q(t) dt 8 
= Z,(n)+Z,(n)+Z,(n). 
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Since for each n 2 1, {n-“* W(nt), 0 s t G l} 2 { W(t), 0 G t G 1) for any Wiener 
process W(t), hence, using Lemma A we obtain 
Z,(n) = ok (2.1) 
as n + 00. We show next that there exists a Wiener process W(t) such that Zz( n) = 
41) = Z,(n). 
Let X,, X2,. . and Y,, Y2,. . . be as in Theorem B, and put 
rnr1 InIl 
S[nr]= C xi, T[nr]= C Y9 Ostal, n=l,2 ,..., S(O)=T(O)=O. 
i=r ,=I 
Arguing as on p. 113 of CsGrgii and Rev&z (1981), we note that with a Wiener 
process such that 
W(n)= i Y,l"i, n-1,2,..., (2.2) 
r=, 
we have 
sup InP”*(T,,,]- W(m))1 =o~(l), 
Oc-,5z, 
(2.3) 
and hence, by Theorem B, also 
sup )n~“*(Slnrl- W(m))\ = or(l). 
“%,zz, 
(2.4) 
Since q is a positive function, by (2.4) we get 
Z,(u) = oP(l) 
for any 6 E (0, 1). We note that 
Z,(u) = 
i 
,l. In-“*(St,,]- W(nZ))l”lq(Z) dt 
s2” 
I 
,I. In-“‘(S,,,,]- T,,,~)(~/q(t) df 
+2p 
I 
,:.. InP”‘(T,,,l- W(nr))l”lq(Z) dt 
=2pF1,(n)+2pFz(n). 
By Theorem B we have 
IS,,,, - TLnr,l “2’ o(( nt)“*) as nt + co. 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Hence, as n + 00, 
sup In-“2(SLn,l - T,,,,)I/ t”’ “2. O(l), 
,=.fI,<CC 
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and we have for any 6 E (0, l), 
I 
’ 
a.s. 
\n?“(S[,,,- T,,,,)\“/q(r) dt s O(1) 
I 
’ @‘/q(t) dt. 
r/n 0 
Using assumption (1.4) gives 
Y,(n) =op(f) (2.7) 
as n + ~0, when taking S > 0 arbitrarily small. It remains to show that .Y2( n) = oP( 1). 
We have for each n 3 1, 
Let 6 > 0 be small enough, such that q is already nondecreasing on (0, 6). We have 
(2.8) 
By Theorem 1.2.1 of Csorgii and Rev&z (1981), we obtain 
sup xP”2) W(x) - W([.x])l 
I-; \.?I 
G sup x-‘12 sup JW([x]+s)- w([x])l=o(l), 
I % x-z ,I o- .s-- 1 
and hence 
i 
,I,, 1,P”2( W[nt] - w 
I 
fi 
(nt))]“lq(r) dtsO(l) t”“/q(t) dt. 
0 
(2.9) 
Since S > 0 can be taken arbitrarily small, assumption (1.4) and Lemma A yield 
.Y2(n)=o!J(1) (2.10) 
as n + 00, via (2.8) and (2.9). Combining now (2.1), (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.10), 
we obtain (1.3). 
Next we assume (1.3) to hold. Hence 
I 
r/n 
1 W)/“ldf) dt = cdl) 
0 
and, consequently, for n large enough there exist positive constants S and K such 
that 
P 1 W(t)(“,q(t) dt> K c;. 
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Now the O-l law for a Wiener process implies 
P IW(t)l"/q(t) dt<co 
which in turn gives 
I 
OS 1 W(t)\“/q(r) dt<co a.s. 
Since 
I 
(11 IW(t)l” dt<a a.s. 
and q(t) is positive, i.e. inf,. ,z , q(t) > 0 for any 6 E (0, l), we have also 
fi’jW(i)lp/q(r)dr<~ a.s. 
Consequently 
I ,)’ (W(f)("/q(t) dt<cc a.s. (2.11) 
Now (2.11) implies (1.4) via Lemma A. 
(b) We assume that (1.4) holds. Since q is a positive function on (0, 11, (2.4) 
implies 
for all 6 E (0,l). By Lemma A we have 
lim 
I 
’ / W(f)lP/q(t) dt=O as. 
z-0 0 
From here on the proof follows similarly to that of Theorem 1.1 of CsorgG, Horvath 
and Shao (1993). 
Assuming now that (1.5) holds, we have (2.1 l), which yields (1.4) by Lemma A. Cl 
3. U-statistic type process 
Let X, , X,, . . be independent identically distributed random variables. Let 2, be 
defined as in (1.6). First we consider a symmetric kernel, i.e., h(x, y) = h(y, x). We 
assume 
Eh”(X, ) X,) < 00 (3.1) 
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and let Eh(X,, XJ = 0, i(t) = E{h(X,, t) - 0). Condition (3.1) implies that 
Eh”‘(X,) < 00 and we assume 
0 < V2 = EP(X,). (3.2) 
We consider the following process: 
ar=Z,-k(n-k)0, lsk<n, 
introduced by Csorgii and Horvath (1988b), which they expressed as a linear 
combination of U-statistics, namely 
q&=“II~‘-{“u:‘)+$:“}, 
where 
“11:” = 1 
k 
,- ,C,‘-~ 
h(Xt, xj)- 2 O9 
0 
qJ(2) = 
h c 
ktl--in j-_n 
and 
(3.3) 
k 
> 
0 
Hence the basic idea of studying qk can be based on the projection of a U-statistic 
on the basic observations (cf. Chapter 5 of Serfling, 1980). 
As mentioned already in the Introduction, the optimal weighted sup-norm 
approximation for the oUI, process is already available (cf. Csorgii and Horvith, 
1988a; Szyszkowicz, 1991b). We state it here for the sake of a complete description 
of the asymptotic behaviour of the oUI processes. 
Let Q* be the class of positive functions on (0, l), i.e. inf,,,,,_, q(t)>0 for all 
6 E (0, i), which are nondecreasing near zero and nonincreasing near one. Let also 
Z*(q,c)= ‘(t(l-t)))‘exp(-cq’(~)/(t(I-_)))dt, c>O. 
I 0 
We define the Gaussian process r by 
T(?)=(l-r)W(t)+t{W(1)-W(t)}, ost<1, 
where { W(t), 0 s t < ~0) is a standard Wiener process. 
Theorem C. Let h(.x, y) = h(y, x) and we assume that (3.1) and (3.2) hold. Then we 
can dejine a sequence of Gaussian processes {r,,(r), 0~ t < 1) such thatfor each n 2 1, 
{r,(t),o~ttl}~{~(t),O~t~l} (3.4) 
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and, with q E Q*, we have 
n-"/2 
sup - ~,(n+I)l,-~“(t) q(t)=%(l) 
Or,<, p I/ 
ifand only ifI*(q, c)<c~for all c>O. 0 
For the optimal class of weight functions, which is larger than the one in the case 
of sup-norm approximations, we prove &-approximations, assuming the existence 
of two moments only. 
Theorem 3.1. Let h(x, 
o<p<m. 
y) = h(y, x). We assume that (3.1) and (3.2) hold and 
(a) We can dejine a sequence of Gaussian processes {f,,(t), 0~ t < l} such that 
(3.4) holds and, with qE Q”, we have 
(3.5) 
if and only if 
I 
I 
(t(l-t))““/q(t)dt<co. 
0 
(3.6) 
(b) Zfq E Q*, then 
(3.7) 
if and only if (3.6) holds. 
Proof. (a) Let q E Q* and we assume that (3.6) holds. When studying %k process, 
CsiirgB and Horvath (1988a) use Theorem 1 of Hall (1979) and obtain 
max 021,- (n-k) i h”(Xi)+k $j K(X,)- i h”(X,) 
,%kfltI I 1 
= O,(n). 
,=I ( i=, i=l 
Hence 
sup In+20111,,+,,,]- a,(f)\ = op(l) 
0 c , < I 
as well as 
I,(ntll’l~n,(n+l,‘n~~‘2~ 
sup [(n+l)l]- %&)I/(~(1 - f))“2 
HO, sup l/(nt( 1 - t))“* 
l/(n+l)~-r~n/(n+l) 
= Ml), 
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with 
[(n+l)t] ‘cn;l’l &*) 
I 
n ,=I 
Consequently, 
i 0’ ‘nm’r2q 
t(n+,,r,-- @&)/“/q(f) dt = orAl). (3.8) 
Hence it is enough to verify the statements of theorem for F’@i,, instead of 
npillc-I (j& ,(,,+,,,,. We introduce 
SC’) 
[(n+l)rI = c 
--I ‘y” QX,), oa tsi, 
,=I 
s’2’ -I 
[(n+l)r] = ff i cx), 
$SKl. 
i=[(n+l)r]+l 
By Theorem 1.1 there exists two independent Wiener processes { W”‘(t), OS t < ~0) 
and { W’*‘(t), 0 5 t < CO} such that 
I/2 
In-“*(S;lL),, - W”‘((n+l)t))l”/q(t)df=~~(l) (3.9) 
and 
I 
r/* 
o In~“2(St:~+I)(l-r)l- LV”‘((n+l)f))]P/q(l-t)dt=~p(l). 
We define a Wiener process W by 
(3.10) 
W( nt) = 
{ 
W”‘( nt), OSfS$, 
W”‘(i)+ W’“‘(,“)- W’*‘(n-nt), $<tSl, 
and conclude from (3.9) and (3.10) that 
-n -“‘a{(1-t)W((n+l)t)+t(W(n+l)- W((n+l)r))j~P/q(t)dt 
= op(l). (3.11) 
Now (3.8) together with (3.11) implies (3.5). 
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Next we assume that (3.5) holds. Then we have 
I 
I/(n+l) 
’ IT(t)l”/q(t) dt =or(l) = 
I 
\W)l”lqW df. 
0 n/(n+l) 
Just like when proving (2.11), for n large enough there exist positive constants 6 
and K such that 
P 
II 
’ Ir(t)l”/q(t) dt> K <;. 
0 I 
Consequently, along the same lines as in the proof of (2.11) and by Corollary 2.1 
of C&go, Horvath and Shao (1993) we arrive at 
I 
’ lT(t)l”/q(t) dttco a.s. 
0 
if and only if (3.6) holds. Hence the result. 
(b) The proof can be done similarly to that of part (b) of Theorem 1.1. 0 
When considering an antisymmetric kernel, i.e. h(x, y) = -h(y, x), similar type 
of results hold. However the limiting process is different. In this case Eh(X,, X,) = 0 
and, as in the symmetric case, we let L(t) = Eh( t, X,). We assume 
Eh’(X,, X,) <co and O< u* = Ei*(X,). (3.12) 
Now we have “11, = Z,, where 2, is defined by (1.6). We note that (3.3) remains 
true in the case of an antisymmetric kernel, with 0 taken to be zero. 
Theorem D. Let h(x,y)=-h(y,x) and we assume that (3.12) holds. Then we can 
define a sequence of Brownian bridges {B,(t), 0 G t s l} such that with q E Q* we have 
n -3/2 
sup - Q,(,+,)r,- B,(r) q(r) = OP(l) 
Or,<, g I/ 
if and only if I”( q, c) < 03 for all c > 0. 0 
For the L,,-functionals we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.2. Let h(x, y) = -h(y, x). We assume that (3.12) holds and O<p < ~0. 
(a) We can dejine a sequence of Brownian bridges {B,(t), 06 t c l} such that with 
q E Q* we have 
%n+,p,-B,(t) ’ 
I/ 
q(t) dt = cdl) 
if and only if (3.6) holds. 
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(b) If q E Q”, then 
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if and only if (3.6) holds. 
Proof. Let q E Q* and we assume that (3.6) holds. Considering the qr, process 
Csiirgii and Horvath (1988a) use Theorem 2.1 of Janson and Wichura (1983) and 
obtain 
c i=l ,=I J I 
Hence, following the lines indicating the proof of (3.8), 
I 
Jl n-3’20U[,n+,)r, 0 
-n 
_,,2 ( ‘y” ~(x,)_uyl i h"(xi) ,=I i=, > 
ne shows similarly that 
P 
I 
q(t) dt =or(l). 
Now the proof goes along the lines of that of Theorem 3.1. q 
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